Cultivating Prague
Rules for advertising signage (not just) for establishments in protected
heritage areas and at cultural heritage sites in Prague
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Introduction

Introduction

If you stand in the centre of Prague and look around, the streets of the capital
may seem indistinguishable from the streets of Brno, Ostrava or any other Czech
city. Shops on the ground floor are equipped with the same uniform advertising
media: pub signs designed by breweries, light boxes with the names of banks,
operators and fast-food chains, and the same shop window displays for real
estate and travel agencies.
But Prague is unique. Few cities can boast such a diversity of architectural layers
and styles. Sometimes, however, you wouldn’t know it at eye level: the original
richness of Prague's architecture is flooded with mediocre advertising that
uses cheap materials. To appreciate the beauty of Prague, you have to climb
to one of the viewpoints or raise your eyes and look for it on the higher floors.
Prague buildings, however, are of high quality, even in the detail – but they are
suffocating in a haze of visual smog.
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The people who can change this are primarily the owners of the buildings, as well
as those who offer their goods or services in the historical parts of the city and
are therefore part of the public space. The Cultivating Prague publication is aimed
at them: advertising can be done tastefully – and can even raise the standards of
Prague's streets, instead of lowering them. This publication contains a set of rules
that should be followed by anyone who wants to highlight their establishment
while respecting the values of the historic city. At the same time, it is a clear guide
that will help you make sense of the various regulations and successfully obtain
all the necessary permits from the relevant authorities.

Together we can make Prague more refined!
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Terms

Terms

V
V

CO M
I SHOP FRONT

II SHOP WINDOW

Ground floor section of the building façade with
doorways and shop windows or window displays

PA N Y

SIGN

V
V

III

A structure with a pane of glass which is either
placed in front of the openings of the shop front
(overhanging shop window) or inserted into it
(inset shop window)

IV
VI
III

III WINDOW DISPLAY

IV PROJECTING SIGN

The area behind the glass of the shop window,
usually intended for presentation of the business
An advertising panel installed perpendicular to
the façade, also referred to as a hanging sign

V CORNICE

A horizontal architectural element separating
individual floors

VI CUT GRAPHICS

Graphics consisting of separate parts (usually
letters or a logo)
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Terms

CITY HALL

City Hall of the City of Prague, also Prague City Hall

HERITAGE DEPARTMENT

Prague City Hall Heritage Department, also Prague City Hall HD

TRADE LICENSING OFFICE

Prague City Hall Department of Trade Licence and Civil Law Issues

THE HERITAGE ACT

Act No 20/1987 on State Heritage Preservation, as amended

THE TRADE LICENSING ACT

Act No 455/1991 on Trade Licensing, as amended

THE BUILDING ACT

Act No 183/2006 on Spatial Planning and Building Regulations, as amended

THE ADVERTISEMENT CONTROL
REGULATION

City of Prague Regulation No 26/2005, prohibiting advertising distributed in publicly accessible places off the premises

PRAGUE BUILDING REGULATIONS

City of Prague Regulation No 10/2016, determining the general requirements for land use and technical requirements for
buildings in the city of Prague (Prague Building Regulations); also referred to as PBR

CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES

For the purposes of this publication, this means property registered in the Central List of Cultural Monuments of the Czech Republic

THE BUILDING AUTHORITY

The building authority at the office of the relevant city district

PRAGUE HERITAGE SITE

City of Prague Heritage Site, also PHS
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Applicability of this publication

Applicability of this publication
WHAT C AN YOU FIND IN THE
PUBLIC ATION?
In Prague – and especially the historical parts –
a number of rules apply with which establishment
signage needs to comply. This publication presents
a summary of the requirements of the individual
authorities that deal with store signage. This means,
first and foremost, the Prague City Hall Heritage
Department, which issues binding opinions based
on the Heritage Act. Then the Trade Licensing
Office (Department of Trade Licence and Civil
Law Issues, Prague City Hall) oversees mandatory
establishment signage, as well as compliance with
the advertisement control regulation. It also includes
requirements from the Prague building regulations,
according to which the building authorities in
Prague make their decisions. Finally, it covers the
rules required by Prague City Hall and certain city
districts for the real estate they own which is located
in the protected heritage areas.

City of Prague
Heritage sites
Heritage zones
Prague Heritage Site Buffer Zone
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Applicability of this publication

Prague Heritage Site
Municipal heritage zones (except Zbraslav)

IS THE PUBLIC ATION BINDING?
The publication in itself is not a binding document;
it’s merely a summary of the existing rules. It doesn’t
replace decisions made by the authorities either –
you will always need to apply for a binding opinion
from the heritage departments and, for larger
projects, deal with the building authority. But if you
follow the publication, there should be no hidden
surprises in the process.
WHICH PARTS OF THE CIT Y DOES
THE PUBLIC ATION APPLY TO?
It applies to all protected heritage areas within
Prague. First and foremost, this means the Prague
Heritage Site, which includes the historic centre of
the city and its buffer zone. In addition, there are
11 urban heritage zones, seven village heritage
zones and two village heritage sites in Prague. The
capital also has a number of individual buildings
that are cultural heritage sites – with the same rules
applying to them, too. However, we don’t think you
can go wrong even if you follow the publication
for buildings to which no heritage protection
applies – the whole of Prague deserves tasteful
establishments!
9
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Mandatory establishment signage

Mandatory
establishment signage

Every establishment must meet the requirements
imposed by the Trade Licensing Act.

An establishment intended for the sale of goods or provision of services to
consumers must also have the following permanently and externally visible:

Establishment signage, in the sense of Section 17(7)
and (8) of Act No 455/1991 on Trade Licensing,
must include the company or trading name or the
entrepreneur’s first and last name and identification
number. A mobile establishment or vending
machine must also include information about the
registered office or address at which the branch
office of a foreign entity is located.

A the first and last name of the person responsible for the functioning
of the establishment;
B the sales or operating hours intended for contact with consumers;
C the category and class for facilities providing temporary accommodation.
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The Trade Licensing Act uniformly requires entrepreneurs to put the company
or trading name, or first and last name and identification number of the entity,
if assigned, on the building where they have their registered office.
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How to proceed

How to proceed

A

LOC ATION

It is important to find out what level
of heritage protection the building
where your business will be located
is subject to. Is it a cultural heritage
site? Then you have to adhere to the
strictest standards. However, you
must comply with the requirements
of heritage preservation even if the
building is located within a heritage
site, in one of the heritage zones
or the Prague Heritage Site Buffer
Zone. The lower the level of heritage
protection, the less strict the
regulations. Buildings on crooked
mediaeval lanes (“chance-grown
structures”) or in the block structure
of the 19th and 20th centuries
(“urban unified spaces”) are
assessed differently.
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B

BUILDING

High-quality advertising elements on
the establishment always respect the
character of the building. What period
is the building from? How is its façade
structured? From what materials and
in what style are its artisanal elements
made? Find out what the historical,
cultural and architectural values of the
building are – and then have a design
created that will work with them while
respecting them.
The best solution is if the building
has a uniform signage concept for all
entities. Try to come to an agreement
with the owner to create one! The
building will gain a personality, the
tenants a fair space for presentation
and passersby well-arranged and clear
instructions on how to find their way.

C

DESIGN

In order to create a high-quality
design for the establishment sign,
you must give the graphic designer
the right input. Who do you want to
reach? Who will buy from you? What
makes your product or service new
or unique? You should also know
in advance how you are going to
communicate discounts, special
offers or menus – the solution
should be an integral part of
the design. But be careful – the
establishment sign should primarily
play an indicative role; it should never
include everything on offer and all
the information about your business.

D

CONSULTATION
AND PERMITS

As soon as you have the first
drawings, contact the Prague
City Hall Heritage Department
and consult them on everything.
Staff are available for consultations
on Mondays and Wednesdays.
It is possible to arrange a different
time by phone, or even by email.
Submit the resulting design for
approval (detailed instructions
on page 74).
Do not install unapproved media!
Not only will you risk having
to uninstall them, but you
may also face other sanctions
in administrative proceedings.
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The nine rules of good practice

The nine rules of good practice

01

02

03

Less is more

Try it without plastic

Let passersby see

Remember that you have only a few seconds to
engage the customer. This means the wording
of your message should contain a minimum
of information – so that it stands out better
and attracts attention. It is also unnecessary to
repeat information on multiple media.

Don’t waste money on things that will look
cheap and wear out fast! The elements of the
signage of the establishment should be made of
traditional materials (metal, wood, glass, etc.).
Contemporary materials can also be used, but
only for designs with exceptional style
and craftsmanship.

Large-format decals may well be the cheapest
form of advertising, but they certainly aren’t the
most suitable. An establishment that does not
have its window display covered can engage
customers outside opening hours and encourage
them to visit later.
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The nine rules of good practice

04

05

06

No garish colours

Illuminate
in moderation

Flashing forbidden

Do not use reflective, fluorescent or otherwise
garish colours. Not only would you be unlikely
to get permission – you may entice some with
a garish design, but you will also put off quite
a few.

Keep in mind that you may be shining the
light into someone’s windows, so choose the
light intensity with care. And beware – the
sign elements must not be illuminated by an
additional light source mounted on the façade
or on a projecting sign (spotlights, lamps,
LED strips, etc.). Any light source needs to
be integrated inside the element and the
lighting dimmed.

Avoid mass-produced signs (OPEN, etc.). Signs
must not flash, rotate or contain moving
information. Exceptions include standardised
elements such as emergency services, pharmacy
or post office.

07

08

09

Screens are for the living Pay attention to safety
room, not the façade

Cleanliness –
half the battle

Screens with moving ads should not be placed on
the façade, in showcases or menu boxes – nothing
like this belongs in valuable heritage locations.

Don’t forget to wash the glass surfaces and all
other elements regularly. The establishment will
appear credible to customers and entice them
to visit.

All the elements must be designed in such
a way as not to endanger pedestrians or cause
collisions. Electrical wiring must not run loosely
along the façade.
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01
Projecting signs
and hanging signs

Buying a plastic light box as a projecting
sign is easy and probably the cheapest,
too. However, you may well be missing
an opportunity. The advertising
elements don’t have to overwhelm
the architecture of the building – they
can be striking yet still follow the
architecture of the building and extend
its worth. They can even become
a symbol that outlives the original
advertising message. After all, a number
of Prague buildings are still named after
what the local merchant or craftsman
had depicted on their hanging sign
– such as “U Tří konví” (At the Three
Kettles) or “U Zlatých nůžek” (At the
Golden Scissors).

Visit required:
Building Authority
Prague City Hall HD

Cultivating Prague

I

A maximum of one element per
establishment is permitted or, for
establishments in corner buildings, one
element on each façade.

II

In the case of several establishments (multiple
entrances) within one building, all projecting
signs must have uniform dimensions,
a placement rule, and uniform material
and technical design.
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01

Projecting signs and hanging signs Quantity
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III

It can protrude by up to 800 mm from the
face of the façade, including the supporting
structure. The preferred variant is to maintain
an offset of at least 100 mm from the face of
the façade.

IV

The dimensions may not exceed
800 × 800 mm and the depth 100 mm.

V

The upper edge of the projecting sign must
not overlap the cornice at the top of the
shop front and encroach on the level of
the second floor.

VI

A minimum height of 2200 mm above
ground level must be maintained.

VII

The most suitable placement is by
the entrance to the establishment; on
the contrary, it is unsuitable near a corner.

01

Projecting signs and hanging signs Placement

100
800

800

VIII Projecting signs for different establishments
being placed one above the other is not
permitted either. You really cannot use more
than one element.

2200
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IX

Only the writing can be lit up for an
illuminated element, not the whole area.
White or yellow light or monochrome neon
can be used.

X

The projecting sign must respect the
architectural layout of the façade, i.e. it
must be placed evenly with regard to the
relief elements of the façade. It should not
obscure or disrupt them in any way.
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01

Projecting signs and hanging signs Implementation
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XI

Details such as a telephone number, web
address, email, etc., do not belong on the
projecting sign.

XII

The products for sale must not be
displayed on the projecting sign.

XIII Full-size photos, colour graphic motifs
or other illustrations are not suitable for
a projecting sign.
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Projecting signs and hanging signs Contents
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01

Projecting signs and hanging signs Examples

A simple projecting sign which only has the logo of the establishment,
instead of writing. It attracts attention especially with its well-thought-out
design and high-quality materials.

20

Sophisticated placement of
a high-quality metal projecting
sign with perforated writing.

An imaginative projecting sign
that could become a symbol
of the building – the way it
used to be.

Historically-styled sign which
matches the character of the
shop windows.

Projecting signs on historic
buildings can also have
a contemporary design.

Cultivating Prague
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01

Projecting signs and hanging signs Examples

All wrong: the projecting signs
are placed on top of each
other and overlap the relief
elements of the façade. In addition, these are uniform signs.

The newsstand is flooded with
cheap advertising elements –
a plastic projecting sign with
illuminated writing and cheap
signs on the opposite side.

The unnecessarily large projecting sign covers the relief
elements of the façade.

Brightly coloured and intensely lit advertising elements also
create annoying light smog.

The minimalist, precisely designed projecting sign raises the level of
the entire establishment. Furthermore, the monochrome surface makes
it easier to read the sign.

02
Company
signs

The buildings in the historical parts of
Prague are rich not only in architecture
but also in material. There are manifold
stucco façades and façades lined
with various types of stone, and shop
windows framed with various types of
wood, metal and glass. It is a shame
to hide them under plastic. Keep this
in mind when choosing the material
(not only) for your company sign! There
are many options: brass, steel, copper,
bronze, polished aluminium, opaxit
glass, lacquered glass, and more. It
can be a truly effective part of your
presentation, especially in conjunction
with thoughtful lighting. And besides,
high-quality materials age gracefully.

Visit required:
Building Authority
Prague City Hall HD
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I

Only one element per establishment
is allowed.

II

It is a good idea to place company signs
and other signs on the dedicated fascia
beneath the cornice for the ground floor or,
at establishments with shop windows, in the
sign area for the shop window.

III

The company name above the shop front can
only be installed on the higher floors of the
building if the establishment in question
uses the entire building (e.g. hotels,
department stores).

IV

The company sign must not be placed in
a position that fails to respect the relief
structuring of the façade: the writing or sign
must not cover the architectural elements
or the stucco decoration of the shop front
façade. The sign that is installed must be of
a reasonable size.
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02

Company signs Placement

Cultivating Prague

V

The traditional way of depicting company
signage in the sign area for the shop window
is reverse painting on glass or etching or
sandblasting the sign. Cut foil graphics on
the inside of the glass are also acceptable.

VI

If the company signage takes the form of a
decal, this decal should not take up more
than 20 % of the glass surface.

VII

Traditional hand-painted sign writing is
the most suitable option for an establishment
without a shop window (preferably above
the entrance to the establishment), or a sign
with individual lettering. Assessing the
suitability of sign backlighting for individual
lettering depends on the size, the particular
value of the façade and the overall number of
advertising elements on the façade.

VIII In the case of several establishments (multiple
entrances) within one building, all signs
must be uniform in their dimensions,
placement rule and technical design (e.g. if
one inscription is hand-painted sign writing,
the other should not be made of individual
lettering or a signboard and the like).

25

02

Company signs Implementation
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IX

Details such as a telephone number, web
or email address do not belong on the
company sign.

X

Do not display the product range on the
company sign.

XI

Full-size photos, colour graphic motifs or
other illustrations are not suitable for the
company sign.

XII

It is not advisable to distort the font, even
to the shape of the sign or background.
It is also inappropriate to use more than
two typefaces.

26

02

Company signs Contents
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27

02

Company signs Examples

The name is placed on the
dedicated sign area for the shop
window, and in a design that
matches the artisanal elements
of the façade.

Advertising elements in
overbearing colours or of a
disproportionate size and
number degrade the value of
the entire building.

Two establishments in one apartment building have opted for the same
principle for their company signage. The result gives a well-arranged and
tasteful impression.

A hand-painted sign in the
dedicated sign area of the
fascia below the cornice.

The company sign should not
have images of the products
added to it.

Too much: the shop name is repeated unnecessarily and the signboards
are flooded with such a number of messages that pedestrians are not
going to notice them.

Cultivating Prague
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Company signs Examples

Sign with individual backlit letters. The shade of the lighting matches the
colour of the frame of the shop window.

28

The sign consists of individual
illuminated letters and
a simple logo of an iconic chair.

The correct use of the sign
area for a historical shop
window. The hand-painted
lettering is done directly on
a wooden background.

The establishment opted for
high-quality materials while
respecting the original shop
window concept.

Sign on a glass background,
correctly placed on the sign
area for the shop window.

Cultivating Prague
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Company signs Examples

This design of the company sign
is an example of visual clutter.
The logos of the brands available
in the shop contribute to this.

An illuminated plastic sign and
giant menu boards cover the
entire corner of the building.

A sign placed on a board made
of cheap material which covers
a much more valuable historical
wrought iron lattice.

The screen and photos of the
products sold definitely do not
belong in the area for placing
the company sign.

A gallery name using individual neon letters on the inside
of the glass façade.

03
Showcases
and menu boards

Of course, it makes sense for
a restaurant to tell potential diners
what type of cuisine it provides. But
does an outdoor shop have to say that
they have sleeping bags, jackets and
sleeping mats inside? If you plan to
place a showcase or menu board on
the building façade, please consider its
role and effectiveness. Also, remember
that a showcase or menu board is not
the place for an image – it may only
contain signs and text, not images of
the products on sale.

Visit required:
Building Authority
Prague City Hall HD
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I

A maximum of two per establishment is
permitted. However, it should not be
a combination of menu boards and
showcases – just use one type.

II

No fittings should cover the architectural
elements or the décor of the shop front.

III

The most suitable location is by the entrance
to the establishment.

IV

Only a light structure no larger than
600 × 900 mm is permitted and with
a depth of up to 100 mm for showcases.

03

Showcases and menu boards Placement

600

900
100
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V

Any lighting should only be internal.

VI

The showcase design should match, in terms
of technology and material, the existing
framing of windows, doors and shop
windows and respect the architectural design
of the shop front.

VII

Wood or metal are suitable materials, while
plastic is unsuitable.

VIII A showcase or menu board is not the
place for advertising. The content of the
showcase should refer to the activity of the
establishment in the specific building. It can
only contain lettering and text, not images of
the product range or logos.

03

Showcases and menu boards Implementation
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03

Showcases and menu boards Examples

Sensitive use of the historical showcase, its design matching the whole of
the shop front.

34

Boards, correctly placed
symmetrically, by the entrance
to the premises.

A playful menu board design
to match the shop window.

An elegant showcase using
high-quality metal.

A high-quality showcase with
classified ads.

Cultivating Prague
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Showcases and menu boards Examples

Too many signs, and they
are on the pillars of the
colonnade, where they
definitely do not belong.

Do not present the menu in
several languages with photos
of the dishes on the façade –
definitely not this way.

Here you can see pairs of menu boards in different formats – and wooden
showcases as well. In addition to the fact that only two elements are
permitted, the two elements should be of the same type and design.

Avoid using uniform elements,
especially if they are made
of plastic.

Advertising signs covering
a baroque portal.

Temporary plastic signs are
never a suitable solution.

An overly illuminated
menu board – an example
of visual smog.

04
Shop windows
and decals

If you do not want to create visual
smog, treat decals like salt. Seriously.
Decals are suitable only in the form
of cut graphics – a simple sign with
separate letters, or a logo or graphic
symbol of the product. No large-scale
photographs, oversized product images
or long-winded discount offers. The
main function of a window display is to
connect a shop’s interior and exterior. It
should tempt you to look. If you close it
off, you will also make being inside less
pleasant.

Visit required:
Prague City Hall HD
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I

Advertising window decals are not
permitted; window areas are not intended for
advertising purposes.

II

In the case of shop windows and glazed
entrance doors to the premises, foil graphic
decals are possible, but not full-size ones.

III

The area of the decal may not take up
more than 20 % of the area of the glass
on the upper or lower part of the shop
window or door.

IV

The product range, full-size photos, colour
graphic motifs or other illustrations do not
belong on decals.

38

04

Shop windows and decals Placement
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V

04

Shop windows and decals Implementation

Any decals should be made in the form
of cut graphics (i.e. individual characters),
ideally to evoke the sandblasting of glass.
Other colours should be discreet and muted
and match the character of the building. They
can only be placed on the inside of the glass.

BA N



If presentation panels are placed in the shop
window, they must be sufficiently offset
from the glass surface of the shop window
(ideally to half the depth of the jamb, but at
least 150 mm from the glass). The panel size
should be a maximum of two-thirds of the
area of the building opening.

VII

If, for operational reasons, it is necessary to
cover the shop window, it is not advisable
to do so in the form of a full-size decal. The
best solution is to cover it from the inside,
either by decorating the window display, or
with a monochrome textile blind or curtain
placed at least 150 mm from the glass.
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04

Shop windows and decals Examples

Both establishments are sparing with decals: they use them only in
the form of lettering and logos from cut graphics. As a result, the shop
window retains its visual qualities.

40

A subtle decal that enlivens
the shop window without
degrading it.

If, for operational reasons, it is
necessary to screen the shop
window, monochrome textile
blinds are a suitable solution.

Another example of an
elegant cut graphic decal.

A decal made to evoke
the sandblasting of glass.

Cultivating Prague
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Shop windows and decals Examples

Travel and real estate agencies
in particular often cover the
window display inappropriately
using decals and filling it with
colourful advertisements.

Displaying the
product range on full-size
photographs in shop windows
is not permitted.

It is too much, especially when
decals are used.

Covering the shop window
is always inappropriate,
especially in the form of
a full-size advertising decal.

Sticking colour photographs to windows disrespects the architecture
of the building and the public space.

05
Door and window
shutters

If the building in which your business is
located has door and window shutters,
congratulations! It is probably a very
old and historically valuable building
in which someone has been running
a business for centuries. Try to follow
the history of the building and adapt
the advertising presentation to the
door or window shutters. Hand-painted
sign writing is particularly suitable.
However, be sure to avoid printed
polyurethane boards or plastic frames.

Visit required:
Prague City Hall HD
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I

II

The fittings (signboards, showcase, shelves,
etc.) must not cover more than one-third of
the door area.
If showcases or menu boards are placed on
the façade, they should not also be placed
on the door and window shutters.

05

Door and window shutters Placement
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III

The background colour of the fittings
must respect the colour of the door
or window shutter.

IV

It is not advisable to distort the font, not
even to the shape of the sign or background.
It is also inappropriate to use more than
two typefaces.

V

The fitting must not take the form
of a light box.

VI

Any plastic or standardised elements
(clip frames, etc.) are unsuitable.

VII

05

Door and window shutters Implementation

Vítveýjtčeepu
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The product range, full-size photos, colour
graphic motifs or other illustrations do not
belong on door and window shutters.
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VIII The entire area of the door shutter can be
used to present the message, but only if it is
a hand-painted sign or cut graphics applied
directly to the door shutters. The colour
must match the background colour of the
door shutters.
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05

Door and window shutters Examples

The original historical sign is preserved on the shutters, sign-written
directly on the shutter surface.

Door shutters, with just simple, short lettering and examples of
the products sold.

46

Menu boards of a reasonable
size can also be placed on the
door shutters.

Window shutters with simple,
tastefully done sign writing.

Cultivating Prague
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05

Door and window shutters Examples

It is also possible to use the
entire area of the door to
present the message. However,
hand-painted sign writing or cut
graphics must be used.

Plastic clip frames with advertising posters definitely do not
belong on door shutters.

Painting is permitted on
the door shutters, but only
in restrained colours.

Overly large showcases. Fittings
should take up a maximum of
one-third of the door shutters.

A historical doorway, devalued by polyurethane boards with advertising.
In addition, the boards are mounted at an angle.

06

In the hot summer, awnings shade the
interior from bright sunlight. However,
they should not overshadow valuable
areas and cover the relief elements of
the façade. For this reason, they should
be considered an integral part of the
shop window. Awnings are not suitable
for every building – they definitely
do not look good on mediaeval or
baroque façades.

Visit required:

Awnings

Building Authority
Prague City Hall HD

Cultivating Prague

I

The awning should be an integral
part of the shop window, especially an
overhanging one (in a roller blind box over
the shop window), or designed as a roller
blind without a cover box, placed individually
across the width of the shop window.

II

Massive large-format awnings with electric
motor-driven tilting arms, as well as awning
sets or awnings placed in cover boxes on
the façade, are not permitted.
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Awnings Placement

Cultivating Prague

III

Awnings must have a monochrome design;
the colour should be close to the shade of the
natural fabric (beige, light brown, grey).

IV

Signs and advertising logos can only be
placed on the valance. In the case of awnings
without a valance, the lettering or logo must
be at the lower edge of the cover and must
not exceed approx. one-third of the size of
the edge of the awning. The advertising logo
should be in a restrained colour, ideally a
shade darker or lighter than the colour of
the fabric.
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Awnings Implementation
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Awnings Examples

An elegantly designed awning that matches the architecture of the
building appropriately.

Awnings should always be considered an integral part of the shop
window – as in this case.
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Tastefully designed awnings, shading the windows of a restaurant.

Cultivating Prague

A massive electric awning
in a cover box on the façade.

06

Awnings Examples

An improperly designed
awning with a colourful
advertising motif, insensitively
attached to a historical façade.

Massive awnings with electric folding arms that obstruct the view
of historical façades.
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A precisely designed awning without any advertising elements.

07
Department
store signage

A department store should always
present what establishments you
can find inside. It does not always
have to be a sign on the façade; other
communication strategy models can
also be chosen. However, if it is to be
a presentation on the façade, be sure
to have a uniform design concept to
present all the establishments. It will
be better for everyone!

Visit required:
Building Authority
Prague City Hall HD
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I

II

III

You can only put two items on the
building for signs indicating the individual
establishments on the upper floors of
the building.
If the department store occupies more
than one floor of the building, you can
only put the name of the department store
on the higher floors. Signage for individual
establishments is only possible on the shop
front (the ground floor of the building).
The signs must respect the architectural
layout of the façade area.

IV

To have signs for all the establishments
in the department store, you must use
a uniform material and sign design for
the individual operators.

V

Metals of neutral colours are particularly
suitable for the design; plastic is completely
unsuitable.
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Department store signage Quantity
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Department store signage Examples

A subtle form
of uniform signage.

Here the effort to make it
uniform ended halfway.

An example of signs for
a department store that are
sensitive to the historical building.

If possible, avoid
cheap materials.

Conceptually designed signage for individual establishments, which
match other elements of the building architecture.

08

If you do not run a hotel, department
store or cultural institution, this chapter
will probably not apply to you. If you
do, we particularly recommend using
historical brackets and holders, if
available. If not, make sure the new
ones are elegant and subtle.

Visit required:

Banners

Building Authority
Prague City Hall HD
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I

Banners above the shop front can only be
installed on the higher floors of the building
if the establishment in question uses the
entire building (e.g. hotels, department
stores), with a maximum of two, if the
architectural form of the façades allows.

II

Banners cannot exceed the height of one
floor. An exception is in areas consisting
mainly of block development (most often the
architecture of the 19th and 20th centuries),
where other solutions can be considered.

III

IV

Banners should not cover the architectural
elements or the décor of the façade.
They cannot be illuminated under
any circumstances.
In the case of advertising banners vertically
stretched between brackets perpendicular
to the façade, they can protrude from
the façade up to a maximum of 800 mm
from the face of the façade, including
the supporting structure.
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Banners
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Banners Examples

A simple banner in
a tasteful design.

Banners should not extend over
more than one floor. They also
should only be installed if the
establishment uses the whole
building, which is not the case.

Banners, suitably placed
while respecting the relief
structuring of the façade.

An overly large banner.

An example of the use of a historical bracket and tasteful graphic design
for a banner.

09
Stalls, newsstands,
kiosks

Newsstands and kiosks have an
architecture of their own. Some of the
ones in Prague have already become
a respected part of the public space,
thanks to their qualities. Therefore,
care must be taken to ensure that their
unique morphology is not lost under
a layer of advertising. Unlike shop
windows in a brick-and-mortar shop,
the windows of kiosks do not have
the value of connecting them to the
exterior, so you can make full use of
them to display goods. However, try
to resist the temptation to use the free
space for decals, as this solution is not
sensitive to the public space.

Visit required:
Building Authority
Prague City Hall HD
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I

It is not inviting to place signs and
other elements (flags, leaflet stands, etc.)
on the kiosk which are not a part of its
architectural design.

II

If the kiosk has a built-in sign, it is desirable
that it is not then covered with photographs
and full-colour graphics. The only acceptable
form of decal is a monochrome solution made
of cut graphics.
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Stalls, newsstands and kiosks
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III

If the sign is not part of the architectural
design of the kiosk, it is desirable to install
signs using individual letters that do not
exceed a height of 400 mm from the upper
edge of the kiosk. The width of the inscription
should not exceed 600 mm.

IV

It is not permissible to install a full decal or
a partial decal on the kiosk. The maximum
area that is suitable for promoting the kiosk in
the form of a decal on one of its glass surfaces
is 20 %.

V

Illumination must be dimmed, with no
distracting light effects (rapid flashing, etc.).

VI

Advertising equipment cannot be placed
on kiosks, except for advertising equipment
in accordance with the building regulations.
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Stalls, newsstands and kiosks
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Stalls, newsstands and kiosks Examples

A tasteful kiosk without additional advertising equipment.

An example of a tasteful newsstand. It is not advisable to add any signs to
the kiosk that are not an original part of its architecture.
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An architecturally high-quality refreshment stall made out of
a modular container.
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Stalls, newsstands and kiosks Examples

Using every free space for advertising is never a good solution.

A newsstand flooded
with various types of
advertising media.
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The original architecture of the
kiosk is drowned in a flood of
multicoloured decals.

The florist in a kiosk at the edge of the heritage zone opted for
a restrained colour and floral decoration.

10

The placement of a cash machine in
treasured buildings is always tricky.
Many historic doors, window grilles
and other artisanal elements have
disappeared in Prague in recent years
because of cash machines. However, if
the location of the cash machine can
be justified, avoid stickers, flashing LED
strips and other distractions.

Visit required:

Cash machines

Building Authority
Prague City Hall HD
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I

Only one cash machine can be placed in
one building, with the exception of buildings
where a bank or its branch is located.

II

Cash machines are only acceptable if the
building is not an immovable cultural
heritage site, does not have a preserved
historical shop window and no other cash
machine is in operation in the immediate
vicinity of the building in question.

III

The cash machine must not stick out of the
façade – in general, placement inside the
building is preferred.

IV

The device must not disrupt or distort
any architectural or artisanal elements
of the building.

V

The cash machine should not be illuminated
with LED strips or additional spot lighting.

VI

It is not appropriate to stick coloured foils
or coatings on the cash machine.
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Cash machines Quantity
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Cash machines Examples

A cash machine that does not disrupt the shop window or
the façade – it is located inside the entrance to the bank.
This is also the most suitable option.
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A cash machine without
unnecessary advertising
elements.

The cash machine definitely
does not deserve its own
company sign and absolutely
not a decal on the entire
shop window.

The cash machine has
damaged a historical
shop window.

A cash machine that draws attention to itself with its invasive
colour and the number of logos.
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Other advertising equipment

Other advertising equipment
Would you like to draw attention to your
business with an advertising medium that you
have not found in the publication? You can read
about some other types of advertising media on
the next page. If you cannot find the information
you are looking for there, contact the Prague City
Hall HD (posta@praha.eu)!

Before doing so, however, it may be useful to have an overview of which communication media are prohibited
by City of Prague Regulation No 26/2006, which prohibits advertising distributed in publicly accessible
places off the premises.
This is a regulation that controls advertising equipment that is not governed by other legislation (i.e. it has not
been approved under the Building Act). Currently, this regulation applies within the Prague Heritage Site and
the area bordered by the eastern front of buildings on Legerova until the junction with Rumunská, plus the
southern front of buildings on Rumunská, by Náměstí Míru, the northwestern front of buildings on Anglická
until the junction with Legerova, and then the eastern front of buildings on Legerova.

In this area you cannot distribute the following:
A leaflets, visiting and business cards, brochures,
catalogues and other similar printed promotional
material distributed to an unknown addressee;
B posters in any material, printed foils, other than
those on means of transport, plus boards, poles,
counters, or other structures and equipment, whether
moving, carried, propped or suspended, including
their illumination, tethered balloons or other shapes
and floating objects;
C additional structures on means of transport
presenting advertising in any way;
D audio or visual equipment for the dissemination
of advertising, with the exception of radio and
television broadcasting;
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E means of transport located in a publicly accessible
place for the purpose of disseminating advertising or
means of transport for which the main purpose of the
journey is to disseminate advertising;

The regulation does not apply to the promotion of
charitable events or the presentation of political
parties and movements, nor to gatherings, street
processions and demonstrations convened under
special legislation.

F advertising periodicals;
G sheeting and tarpaulins of any material, except
those which are placed only on scaffolding on an
adjacent road during construction work on the
building it covers, provided that the sheeting and
tarpaulins also display the building and the area of
the advertisement itself does not exceed 20 % of the
total area of the sheeting or tarpaulin;
H promotional costumes worn by people who are
moving or standing.

Compliance with the advertisement control
regulation is overseen by the Prague City Hall
Department of Trade Licence and Civil Law Issues.
Its staff will also answer any questions and provide
additional information if you are unsure whether
a specific communication medium is prohibited at
the location of your establishment. For the future
(probably from 2021), expansion of the territory
where the advertisement control regulation applies is
being considered – for the latest information, see the
website kultivovana.praha.eu!
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Other advertising equipment

ADVERTISING BOARDS ("A BOARDS")

COMPANY SIGNS ON GABLE ENDS

You must obtain a permit for special use of the road to place an advertising board
on a pavement or square. Special use of the road is also subject to a local fee for the
use of public space. It is handled by the local road administration office (usually the
transport department at the relevant city district office). In general, the placement
of an A board is rather undesirable, as it creates obstacles for pedestrians on the
pavements, and can sometimes also be a visual barrier. It is justified particularly by
an establishment in a courtyard or passage, which cannot otherwise be presented
to the street. However, advertising stands should always have a light structure
made of quality material, and be sure to omit bright colours or prints and photos.

The use of smooth gable end areas for advertising and company signs is possible,
in principle, but is dependent on the specific heritage value of the building and the
surrounding area. The design must be based on traditional forms of advertisement,
i.e. a hand-painted sign-written design directly on the façade, without the use of
reflective, fluorescent or sharply contrasting colours and without illumination. If
the gable wall is suitable for advertising use, the specific advertising motif must be
designed as a set of individual letters or logos, not a large-scale advertisement with
a background different from the colour of the plaster. To maintain the breathability
of the plaster, a mineral-based paint should be used.

VIDEOMAPPING

SHORT-TERM ADVERTISING EQUIPMENT

Videomapping is one of the most popular contemporary forms of advertising. It is
not very suitable for protected heritage areas. Each design is assessed individually,
but implementation is not possible if it means interfering with the façade or the
installation of a disruptive device.

In protected heritage areas in general, no short-term advertising facilities
(hypercubes, publicity stands or other structures) are welcome. However, if you still
want them, you will need several documents. First of all, a permit for special use
of the road issued by the local road administration authority (or a permit from the
local environmental department if you want to place the device in a park). You will
also need a lease agreement with the land administrator (usually the City Hall, the
city district or Technical Road Administration – TSK)). And don’t forget an opinion
from the Prague City Hall HD. For larger structures, you should also consult the
building authority.
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How to get the necessary permits
If you are planning to put signage on your establishment (in particular
a projecting sign or company sign, or putting up a showcase or menu board),
you will have to follow the procedure according to Act No 183/2006 on
Spatial Planning and Building Regulations, as amended, and Act No 20/1987
on State Heritage Preservation, as amended. You will therefore usually need
two documents.
Firstly, you will need a binding opinion from the Prague City Hall Heritage
Department. You will need this if you plan to place the company sign on a cultural
heritage site or on a building that is not actually a cultural heritage site but is
located within a heritage site or the heritage site buffer zone, or in a heritage zone.
The binding opinion of the Prague City Hall HD can play a dual role in the whole
process. Firstly, it is a binding document for the relevant administrative body that
makes the actual decision – the building authority. In this case, you will submit it
together with other documentation to the relevant building authority. Secondly,
the binding opinion can be a stand-alone administrative decision when the
building authority has not subsequently been granted jurisdiction to decide on
the matter.
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Alongside the Prague City Hall HD binding opinion, you will also need, in certain
cases, a decision from the building authority (planning permission and building
permission), or the project will be subject to a reporting requirement (planning
consent or notification). The form of the document depends on the extent of the
work. It can also happen that the building authority considers that the Building
Act does not cover the work because of its extent, and so its decision is not
required – in this case you will only need the aforementioned binding opinion
from the Prague City Hall HD.

01
DECISION OF THE BUILDING AUTHORIT Y
The planning permission, planning decision, notification or building permit is
within the competence of the building authority for the relevant city district
and you must submit a request to this building authority. It is not possible to
write a universal guide on how to go through the notification and permit process
– the practice at each of the building authorities may differ slightly. For this reason,
we recommend that you always inquire from the relevant building authority
in advance about the correct procedure and the requirements for the request
pursuant to the Building Act. The necessary forms and the procedure for applying
can usually be found on the authority’s website.

Cultivating Prague

How to get the necessary permits

02
THE BINDING OPINION
FROM THE PR AGUE CIT Y HALL HERITAGE DEPAR TMENT
In the case of a cultural heritage site, only the owner can apply for a binding opinion.
In the case of a building that is not a cultural heritage site, the administrator or
user is also entitled to submit an application. Everyone who submits an application
is obliged to prove their relationship to the property and on the basis of which
legal title (extract from the land registry, a contract, etc.). The applicant may be
represented in administrative proceedings by a proxy.
A sample application for the Prague City Hall HD to issue a binding opinion can be
found at pamatky.praha.eu.
The application does not have to be submitted on the standard form,
but must contain:
identification of the property
identification of the applicant
valid legal title to use the premises
qualified power of attorney stating the scope of authorisation for the
applicant’s representative in the case of a proxy (signatures on the power of
attorney do not have to be officially verified)
project documents, in particular:
		
a description and drawing documentation of individual elements
		
indicating dimensions, materials, the method of anchoring it to the
		
façade, colour rendering, the specific location of the elements within
		
the façade and the route of any electrical supply cables
		
photographic documentation of the current state
		
a visualisation

The application with all the requirements listed must be addressed
to the Prague City Hall HD. It can be submitted by post, by a public
data network to the data box of Prague City Hall, or in person at
the Prague City Hall filing office. The request can also be made in
electronic form signed with a recognised electronic signature (for
this, the person doing it must indicate the certification service
provider who issued the certificate and keeps the records, or must
attach the certificate to the request) and also in writing or verbally
on file.

As soon as your application for a binding opinion is delivered to
the Prague City Hall HD, the Prague City Hall HD submits it to the
National Heritage Institute for assessment; it usually draws up
a written statement on the application within 20 days. On the
basis of all the above documents, the Prague City Hall HD will
issue a binding opinion. The deadlines for handling it are 30 days,
or in particularly complex cases 60 days.

Binding opinions issued by the Prague City Hall HD are valid unless
the scope and method of carrying out the proposed work change.
A new binding opinion must be issued by the Prague City Hall HD
for all new equipment or modifications to existing equipment. If
you put up company signage without a binding opinion from the
Prague City Hall HD, you run the risk that it will not be approved in
that format or placement and will have to be removed, as well as
the risk of an administrative penalty.
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Directory
DO YOU WANT TO REPORT ILLEGAL
ADVERTISING NEAR YOU?

ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN THE ISSUE OF VISUAL SMOG?

Use the zmente.to app or send
an email to vizualni.smog@praha.eu.

Take a look at the website vizualnismog.info
operated by Veronika Rút Nováková, author of the
Brno Manual of Good Practice in Advertising and
Signage for Establishments.

kultivovana.praha.eu
@kultivovana_praha

PRAGUE CITY HALL HERITAGE DEPARTMENT

Address
Email
Data box ID
Web
In-person consultation

Jungmannova 35/29, 110 00 Prague 1 – Nové Město
posta@praha.eu
48ia97h
pamatky.praha.eu
every Monday (10am to 5pm) and Wednesday (8am to 6pm)

NATIONAL HERITAGE INSTITUTE,
REGIONAL OFFICE IN PRAGUE

Address
Email
Phone
Data box ID
Web
In-person consultation

Na Perštýně 356/12, 110 00 Prague 1 – Staré Město
sekretariat.praha@npu.cz
+420 234 653 111
2cy8h6t
npu.cz/cs/uop-praha
every Monday and Wednesday (2pm to 5:30pm), by appointment outside these hours

PRAGUE CITY HALL DEPARTMENT
OF TRADE LICENCE AND CIVIL LAW ISSUES

Address
Email
Phone
Data box ID

Jungmannova 35/29, 110 00 Prague 1 – Nové Město
posta@praha.eu
+420 236 00 2230
48ia97h

BUILDING AUTHORITIES

You can find the contacts on the website for the relevant city district.
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Sources

Sources
City of Prague Regulation No 10/2016, determining the general requirements for land use and
technical requirements for buildings in the city
of Prague (Prague Building Regulations)

Act No 40/1995 on the regulation of advertising
and on the amendment of Act No 468/1991
on the operation of radio and television broadcasting, as amended

Act No 183/2006 on Spatial Planning and Building
Regulations, as amended

City of Prague Regulation No 26/2005, prohibiting
advertising distributed in publicly accessible places
off the premises, as amended

Act No 20/1987 of the Czech National Council
on State Heritage Preservation, as amended
Decree No 66/1988 of the Ministry of Culture of
the Czechoslovak Republic, which implements Act
No 20/1987 of the Czech National Council on State
Heritage Preservation
Regulation No 66/1971 of the Government of the
Czechoslovak Republic on the heritage site in the
city of Prague
Act No 455/1991 on Trade Licensing (the Trade
Licensing Act), as amended
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City of Prague Regulation No 9/2011, issuing the
Market Rules and Regulations, as amended
Manual for the Creation of Public Spaces in the
City of Prague, 2014
Company Signage, Advertising and Information
Devices in the Protected Heritage Area of the
City of Prague, handbook of the Prague City Hall
Heritage Department (updated in 2018)
Solutions for the Urban Interior of Protected
Heritage Areas of the City of Prague, handbook
of the Prague City Hall Heritage Department
(updated and amended in 2016)

Design Manual for Signage of Establishments of
the Prague Market, 2019
Manual of Good Practice in Advertising
and Signage for Establishments in Central Brno,
Veronika Nováková et al., Brno 2017
Manual for Placing Advertisements for the City
of Ostrava, Ostrava 2019
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